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What you need to know
• Working at night disrupts the circadian rhythm and can lead to the
accumulation of a sleep debt, impairing performance and health
• Full circadian adaptation to night shift work is not possible in the short
term
• Night shift workers should be aware of reduced performance during
critical tasks and on the journey home

Sources and selection criteria
We selected published guidance on sleep and shift work from the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) and the Royal Colleges of
Physicians and Anaesthetists. We then searched PubMed and Cochrane
databases (to May 2017) for observational studies, randomised controlled
studies, meta-analyses, and systematic and narrative reviews relating to the
health consequences of shift work and for each proposed sleep intervention
given in table 1. Priority was given to randomised controlled trials and
meta-analyses, but given the interdisciplinary nature of sleep and shift work,
and the overall quality of evidence, we also considered observational studies
and grey literature from aviation and heavy industries, as well as published
expert opinion.

Night shift work occurs during the period of the sleep-wake
cycle (“circadian phase”) programmed for sleep. Alertness,
cognitive function, psychomotor coordination, and mood all
reach their lowest point between 3 and 5 am1 After the shift,
workers must rest during the circadian phase least conducive
to sleeping,2 which compounds fatigue and can lead to chronic
sleep disturbance.3 A recent systematic review linked night shift
work with an increased risk of sleep loss, occupational accidents,
obesity and weight gain, type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease,
and breast, prostate, and colorectal cancers.4 In a 2017 survey
of 2231 UK trainee anaesthetists, more than 70% reported that
fatigue affected their physical and psychological wellbeing.
Fifty seven per cent described an accident or near-miss travelling
home from night shifts.5
Performance on night shift declines with age, and recovery time
is extended.6 7 These are important considerations for hospitals
seeking to provide a 24 hour service with consultant cover. The
responsibility for maintaining worker health and performance

is shared between organisations and workers, but this article
aims to provide sleep management skills for the individual.

What evidence is available regarding
strategies for workers on night shifts?
Two recent Cochrane reviews of strategies for shift workers
highlighted a paucity of adequately powered, well designed,
randomised control trials, and yielded mostly low quality
evidence.7 8 Sleep and performance are complex phenomena,
difficult to control and measure in practice, and it is unlikely
that a single intervention will act as a panacea. Bearing these
limitations in mind, the most effective approach to combating
the effects of night shift work will most likely be personalised
and multimodal. Given the complexity of the problem, we
suggest that individuals try to build their own sleep strategies
and fine tune the multiple interventions for which there is
experimental evidence (ideally randomised controlled trials).
Here we present the best evidence from trials and expert opinion.

Opportunities for intervention
Minimising sleep debt before nights
During the first night shift, the individual experiences both a
“homeostatic drive” (the accumulating need for sleep) and a
“circadian drive” (the normal sleep-wake cycle) to sleep.1
Sleep duration, timing, and structure vary between individuals:
a retrospective study of more than one million people aged
30-102 showed a mode of eight hours sleep (52% slept less than
7.5 hours and 4% less than 6.5 hours per night).10 Individuals
also differ in their vulnerability to sleep deprivation.11
Performance is impaired when a person achieves two hours less
sleep than required, and performance deteriorates progressively
with an accumulating sleep debt.12 Therefore, striving to
minimise sleep debt before beginning a set of night shifts would
be a logical first step, allowing unrestricted sleep on the morning
before the first shift (waking without an alarm) and
supplementing sleep time by napping during the afternoon
(perhaps taking advantage of the “circadian dip” between 2 and
6 pm, to help initiate daytime sleep). In a randomised control
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trial of 53 shift workers, a pre-shift nap (followed by caffeine)
improved objective and subjective measures of sleepiness during
the night shift, compared with controls.13 A laboratory study
found that a nap lasting 60-90 minutes allowed completion of
both the slow wave and rapid eye movement sleep phases and
was associated with cognitive benefits in the laboratory setting,
however, this approach is yet to be tested in practice.14

Improving performance while on shift (table 1)
A systematic review of 13 small trials of mixed design
concluded that napping during a shift improved alertness and
performance.15 A meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials,
yielded only low quality evidence, however.8 We advise keeping
shift naps to less than 30 minutes, to avoid slow wave sleep
followed by grogginess on waking, known as “sleep inertia.”16
A systematic review of 12 randomised controlled trials showed
that caffeine improved several aspects of cognitive performance,
such as orientation, attention, and reasoning, during shift work
or jet lag, when compared with placebo.17 Based on the
pharmacokinetics of caffeine (peak onset 20-45 minutes after
consumption, lasting 3-5 hours),18 19 it is advisable to avoid its
consumption for at least three hours before anticipated sleep.
Doses of 4 mg/kg taken eight hours before intended sleep do
not appear to disrupt subsequent sleep.20 There is moderate
quality evidence that other stimulant medications such as
armodafinil and modafinil are effective, with three randomised
controlled trials, including a total of 755 shift workers, finding
that these drugs reduced sleepiness during the night shift,
compared with placebo.9 However, both drugs have been
associated with severe skin reactions, and their long term
consequences have not been well established. Theoretically,
exposure to bright light during the shift might reduce sleepiness
by inhibiting the secretion of the sleep-promoting circadian
hormone melatonin, but problems with trial designs have led
to inconclusive results.8 21 22 Furthermore, diminished night time
levels of melatonin, which also functions as an antioxidant, have
been suggested as a cause for increased cancer rates in shift
workers.23 Given the limited evidence that such interventions
can correct the deficit in night time psychomotor performance,
we advocate mitigating risk to patients by building in extra
checks during critical tasks, especially towards the physiological
nadir in the early hours of the morning.24 25

When to eat
Digestion follows its own circadian rhythm: gastric emptying,
motility, liver function, pancreatic activity, and glucose tolerance
all decrease during the night.26 This makes timing meals difficult
for shift workers: in two small trials of approximately 10 people,
those randomised to not eating during a simulated night shift
experienced a smaller performance decrement than those who
ate.27 28 However, not eating was associated with hunger and
increased incidence of gastrointestinal upset. From this limited
evidence, we suggest eating the main meal immediately before
the night shift, then eating just enough to remain comfortable
during the shift.

Between shifts
After a night shift, the homeostatic drive to sleep will be opposed
by the circadian drive to be awake in the daytime. Phase shifts
greater than five hours have been shown to cause dyssynchrony
between the circadian rhythms of different organ systems as
they adapt to the shift at different rates.29 In a traveller with jet
lag, true circadian adaptation is thought to take roughly one day
per time zone crossed,30 but the shift worker faces conflicting
For personal use only: See rights and reprints http://www.bmj.com/permissions

signals from environmental, light, and social cues during their
rest days. Circadian adaptation is impossible during short term
rotating shift work. The priority must therefore be to optimise
sleep during the days between shifts, to offset the inevitable
accumulation of sleep debt.
Several approaches to maximising sleep quality and duration
have been advocated by experts in the field under the umbrella
term of “sleep hygiene” but, given the variation between
individuals31 and the deficiency of randomised controlled trial
evidence, there are no recommendations known to work for all.
Most strategies are based on eliminating factors that can disrupt
sleep. They include avoiding bright daylight on the journey
home (wearing sunglasses) and the blue screens on computers
and phones32; creating dark, quiet environments for sleep with
blackout blinds, eye masks, ear plugs, or white noise
generators.33 A relatively cool temperature helps to initiate
sleep,34 as does a predictable routine before bed, for example a
bath, reading, or gentle stretching.35 36 Avoid stimulants such as
caffeine or nicotine (because of their pharmacokinetic properties)
for at least six hours before trying to sleep.37 There is poor
evidence for the benefit of zopiclone or short acting
benzodiazepines38 and they are associated with dependence.39
Endogenous melatonin coordinates the circadian rhythms
generated by different tissues.40 When taken the morning after
a night shift, it can increase sleep duration by up to 24 minutes,
based on seven randomised controlled trials and relatively low
quality evidence.9

Resetting after nights
After a set of night shifts, repayment of the sleep debt needs to
be balanced with a return to a normal sleep rhythm. One
approach to repaying the sleep debt is to take a nap of 90
minutes or 180 minutes (one or two full sleep cycles), and then
to realign with daytime sleep cues by going outside into the
bright light, socialising, and aiming for bed as near to the usual
time as possible, but further work is required to establish
whether such an approach is beneficial.29 33 41 A meta-analysis
of 66 studies concluded that regular exercise leads to
improvement in sleep quantity and quality,42 but the optimum
timing, duration, and type of exercise for sleep promotion have
yet to be determined.
Based on the available evidence and the authors’ expert opinion,
the supplementary infographic shows a suggested sleep strategy.
Additional resources for shift workers
• Health consequences of shift work and insufficient sleep42
• National Institute for Health and Care Excellence Clinical Knowledge
Summaries. Sleep disorders (https://cks.nice.org.uk/insomnia).
• Your Guide to Sleep and Shift Working, David Flower, Commentary,
Royal College Physicians
• Fatigue and Anaesthetists Guideline: from the Association of
Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland
• Night School: The Life-Changing Science of Sleep (Richard Wiseman,
Spin Solutions Ltd: UK, 2014)
• National Sleep Foundation (www.sleepfoundation.org/shift-work).
Information for the individual to assist in diagnosis and tools to help
treat shift work sleep disorder
• Managing shift work: Health and Safety Guidance (HSG 256) (http://
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/hsg256.htm). Health and safety guidance
for employers and organisations, including advice for workers
• Tuck.com (www.tuck.com). A community for advancing better sleep
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How patients were involved in the creation of this article
This article was inspired by the life changing consequences Hunniya Waseem
experienced after being involved in a road traffic incident during a set of night
shifts in 2005. Hunniya kindly reviewed the final draft for relevance.
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Education into practice
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• Design and try out your own strategy for optimising effectiveness and sleep
during your next set of night shifts
22
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Table
Table 1| Interventions that might influence sleep and wakefulness in shift workers
Intervention (action)

Proposed benefits

Key evidence

Quality of
evidence

Considerations for shift workers

Promoting wakefulness
Modafinil/ armodafinil9 Taken before a night shift,
n=755
Moderate
reduces subjective sleepiness (3 RCTs) Armodafinil v. placebo: MD -0.99
and improves objective
on KSS, CI -1.32 to -0.67
measures of alertness
Modafinil v. placebo: MD -0.90 on KSS, CI
-1.45 to -0.35

Prescription-only medicine in the UK.

Caffeine (adenosine
receptor antagonist)17

Caffeine effects last 3-5 hours18 19

Reduces sleepiness, resulting Pooled results
Low
in better cognitive performance 10 trials
and fewer errors
200-300 mg caffeine v placebo: Caffeine
improved reasoning (SMD -0.41, CI -1.04
to 0.23)
memory (SMD -1.08, CI -2.07 to -0.09)

Associated with severe skin reactions,
headache, nausea, and increased blood
pressure. Long term effects unknown

Doses 2-4 mg/kg, when taken more than eight
hours before intended sleep, do not appear
to disrupt sleep.20
Energy drinks enable “prescribed dose”
(usually around 30 mg per 100 mL)

attention (SMD -0.55, CI -0.83 to -0.27)
Pre-shift nap +
caffeine13

Reduces “sleep inertia” after
nap to improve night shift
performance

Bright light8 21 22

Reduces subjective sleepiness 2 RCTs, n=184 Bright light reduced SSS
during the night shift
by 1 out of 7 (MD -0.83 on SSS, CI -1.31
to -0.36).

Napping during shift8 15 Reduces sleepiness and
reaction times

1 RCT

Low

Nap of 60-90 minutes conveys cognitive
benefits in laboratory setting14

Very low

Most studies use light brighter than that
typically experienced in hospitals at night.

Intervention decreased sleepiness (MD
-0.63 on KSS, CI -1.09 to -0.17)

By suppressing antioxidant melatonin
secretion, bright light at night might be
carcinogenic23

2 RCTs (n = 16) Meta-analysis on effect of Low to very low
a single nap opportunity v no nap showed
11.87 ms reduction in mean reaction time
(CI 31.94 to – 8.2)

Napping may not be possible due to clinical
commitments and lack of sleeping facilities in
hospital. Naps result in sleep inertia:,a period
of decreased cognitive and motor
performance.16

Prolonged release preparation available on
prescription in the UK. “Off label” if used in
those under 18

Promoting sleep
Melatonin and
melatonin agonists
ramelteon,
tasimelteon9

Pre-sleep exogenous
melatonin after a night shift
increases daytime sleep
duration

Pooled results, 7 RCTs, n= 263

Low

Zopiclone (Enhances
the inhibitory
neurotransmitter
GABA)38

Increases daytime sleep
duration and reduces
awakenings

1 RCT n=29 7.5 mg zopiclone v placebo Very
increased duration of daytime sleep
low//insufficient
(measured by actigraphy) after the second
night

Can be complicated by delayed sleepiness
extending into the next shift and the risks of
tolerance and dependence.39 Prescription-only
medicine in the UK

Exercise42

Exercise promotes longer,
better sleep

Meta-analysis 66 studies found exercise
Moderate
led to small-moderate benefits in total sleep
time (regular exercise d =0.25, CI 0.07 to
0.43; acute exercise d = 0.22, CI 0.10 to
0.34), sleep latency and sleep efficiency

Varying definitions of “exercise” make it
difficult to generalise conclusions

1-10 mg melatonin following night shift
increased mean total sleep time by 24 min
(CI 9.8 to 38.9) from 333 min in placebo

Recommendations for the optimal mode,
intensity, and timing of exercise in relation to
sleep remain controversial, especially for shift
workers42

MD: mean difference, CI: 95% confidence interval, SMD: standardised mean difference (estimated effect size relative to the variability of the study); RCT: randomised
controlled trial. KSS: Karolinska sleepiness scale, scored from 1 (extremely alert) to 9 (fighting sleep). SSS: Stanford sleepiness scale, scored from 1 (alert) to 7
(sleep onset soon).
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Optimising sleep for night shifts

Visual summary

The below diagram describes a sleep strategy, based on the evidence included in the
article by Helen McKenna and Matt Wilkes. It is supported by their wider reading and
discussions with experts in the ﬁeld, although they note that quality of evidence is low.
They oﬀer this as a starting point from which to develop your own sleep strategy.

Day of first night shift

Goal: minimise sleep debt

zz
Sleep until you wake
naturally (don’t set
an alarm)

Take a 90-minute nap
to complete one sleep
cycle, between 2–6pm

Avoid a morning
coﬀee

During night shift

z

Last few hours and way home

Goal: improve performance

zz

z
Stay active

Take caﬀeine before
napping but make
that the last caﬀeine
of the night

Take naps of 10-20
minutes during the
early part of the shift

Avoid caﬀeine and nicotine

?
Prescription
wakefulness agents
are likely eﬀective
but associated with
side-eﬀects

Eat lightly and to
comfort

Days between night shifts
zz

z

Try to get to sleep as
early as possible

Goal: minimise sleep debt

Before trying sleep, avoid:
Bright lights
Screens

Alcohol

Sleep in a quiet,
darkened, room

Resetting after night shifts
zz

Accept that any sleep is
better than none (even
fragmented or shortened
sleep episodes) and
maximise sleep time

Goal: re-establish normal sleep rhythm

z

Attempt 90 or 180-minute nap
immediately following the shift

Read the full
article online
See more visual
summaries

zz
Go outside after
waking

Consider public
transport rather
than driving

Try to avoid
exposure to
bright light (wear
sunglasses even
on a cloudy day)

Build in checks
during critical tasks
to mitigate against
reduced alertness
performance

Aim to go to bed close
to the normal time

z

Avoid daytime napping
in the subsequent days
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